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Happy New Year to you all.   

Following the untimely death of Sheldon McGlone – nearly a year ago – difficult to believe, no one 

has taken on the mantle of “scribe” with reference to covering model railway/railroad (for Johnny!) 

developments in our part of the world. With the objective of keeping the flame alive like Sheldon did 

I am taking on the role.  

In the main this will be a record of my own activities but if you would like to contribute (Alick? 

Johnny? Eric? Frank? Ian? Keith from Canada? Kevin? Mike? Rob? Et al ) my contact details are 

above. 

Ownership of Hobbytech changes hands 
Following the Hepburn family’s emigration to Perth, ownership of Hobbytech has been acquired by 

Eric Bell. Sadly the shop’s product range has moved away from trains towards radio control – R/C 

aeroplanes and cars. Presumably this is a commercial decision based on an unfortunate perspective 

of a diminishing interest in model railways within the Durban region. Or is it due to a lack of now 

critically required expertise in the hobby itself? Given the long standing history of model railways in 

Durban (Regwoods, Track and Trestle, East Coast Hobbies, Bluff Hobbies,) arguably there still exists 

an opportunity for someone with model railway expertise and commitment (one who does not 

regard the pastime as that of merely playing with toy trains!) to take on the role of supplying the 

right kind of equipment to interested modellers and promoting the hobby. 

As is well proven, having a local retail shop catering to the serious modeler and acting as a central 

meeting point for an exchange of ideas and indeed a central point for an active social scene is an 

essential foundation for a vibrant hobby. The quid pro quo of course is that such a shop needs to be 

supported by locals. If you make your model railway purchases via the internet how can you expect 

to be serviced by your local hobby shop? 



From Hornby Dublo to Live Steam 

What follows is the background to my current exposure to the model railway hobby.  

Anyone who wishes to become involved with model railways faces a number of decisions: scale and 

gauge, prototype to model and period, motive power etc. For the first 30 years or so of my life the 

decision was easy. I was brought up with 3 rail OO scale diecast and tinplate Hornby Dublo and 

inherited the family set up. I had three brothers and the stipulation from our mother was the first 

son to produce a son got the ‘train set’. My two elder brothers produced 5 girls between them and 

my younger brother was a bit slow out of the blocks, fathering a daughter first so our first born, a 

son, secured the ‘train set’. Sadly neither he nor my daughter has the slightest interest in model 

railways! I placed the words train set in quotation marks because even in those far off days we had a 

fair amount of equipment. Anyway, the Hornby Dublo ‘train set’ languished with my parents in 

Scotland for the first 10 years or so after I emigrated but eventually came out to South Africa along 

with some furniture. The exact date eludes me but it must have been between 1975 and 1980.  

Much to my wife’s disgust (“you NEVER mentioned trains before we got married”) the train bug had 

bitten me again and not only did I build a layout with the family collection in our servant’s quarters 

but I started acquiring additional Hornby Dublo items. This was of course some 15 years after 

production ceased. In many cases it was 3 rail equipment involved and this had become obsolete. As 

a result a lot of people were only too happy to dispose of their Hornby Dublo equipment. 

When Kings Sports closed down in Durban in the early eighties I was fortunate to acquire their 

Hornby Dublo spares. It has only been in the last month that I have had to source parts from the UK 

to fix damaged locos. Hornby Dublo spares are a bit like MGs. It is said you could build a complete 

MGB from the spares that are available. Hornby Dublo equipment is similar. G & R Wrenn acquired 

the Hornby Dublo moulds from Lines Brothers who had bought Hornby Dublo in 1964 when the 

Meccano empire collapsed. In 1967 production recommenced of what effectively were Hornby 

Dublo locos but under the Wrenn name. The company closed in 1996 but has since reopened under 

the ownership of three avid Wrenn collectors. 

Only a few Hornby Dublo items have been acquired in the past 20 years. Indeed I have been selling 

off surplus wagons and accessories recently. Nevertheless I still own a fair amount of Hornby Dublo 

equipment. More of this in a later newsletter.  

So it was Hornby Dublo until the early eighties when I met Sheldon McGlone, Ian Sutherland, Jimmy 

Monk, Keith Stamper and of course the Fuhrer himself – John Everitt. Sheldon gave me my first HO 

locomotive made by Roco in Austria – an Atlas GP35 I Think it was, in 1983. This was a stunning loco 

with a can motor, flywheels and pick up on all wheels. Fitted with Kaydee couplings this was a 

quantum improvement in technology compared to what I had been running. The cost was under R30 

which at that time was equivalent to USD30. How times have changed! One USD will cost you R8.50 

at today’s exchange rate. Sadly, the Atlas loco concerned went missing from an exhibit at the Durban 

Society of Model Engineers last year.  

Back to the story, prior to his emigration to Canada in about 1984 Keith Stamper stimulated my 

interest in Hon3 and after a fateful meeting at Alick Horne’s shop in 320 Smith Street in February 

1981 Durban Modular Railroaders (DMR) was born. A later newsletter will feature DMR in more 

detail. Suffice it to say at this stage the members of DMR should be proud of what was achieved in 



terms of uncompromisingly setting and raising standards and awareness of the hobby amongst the 

public. It is not an exaggeration to say that Durban then set the standard for the entire country as a 

result of the activities of DMR – not least hosting the first South African National Model Railway 

Convention in 1987 and setting up a smoothly operating HO/HOn3 North American layout that 

measured 25m x 15m in the Overport Shopping Mall. 

A reduced sized DMR found a permanent home from 1986 to 2003 in a thatched rondavel in our 

garden custom built as a billiard room but the sale of the property forced its dismantling. Interest in 

sustaining the layout was already waning due to the lack of success in converting to DCC. Further, I 

became increasingly involved with live steam, acquiring the LGB items belonging to the late Mike 

Humphries. This included an Aster for LGB radio controlled live steam ‘Frank S’. The result was I was 

well and truly hooked on live steam! Using locally produced track (copper rails and UV treated 

styrene sleepers the production of which Mike had commissioned via a blow molding machine) a 

layout was constructed around our swimming pool. Additional live steam loco purchases followed 

including two kits, both of which are languishing in a cupboard. One is nearly complete but has had 

to be stripped back to bare metal because the painting thereof did not pass quality control.   

The move to a new house getting on for 10 years ago, while it was the right decision, dispossessed 

me of a ‘train’ room and also no obvious place to reinstate the layout in the garden but in any case I 

had changed direction again - this time to 3½” and 5” gauge live steam. However as with many new 

activities you have to pay your dues. I did not have the skills to undertake the repairs/modifications 

required to make the 5” loco in particular (‘Butch’) a passenger hauler at the Durban Society of 

Model Engineers so interest in that scale and gauge has waned.  

In any case in the interim I had built a portable dual gauge (45mm and 32mm tracks) layout (Umkulu 

Modules). This provided a facility to run my miniature live steam locos but age is catching up with 

me (Umkulu is Zulu for old men!) On the last occasion I set up the layout (at Wings Wheels and 

Whistles at Pietermaritzburg MES) several of the modules slipped their moorings and were damaged 

on the trailer bringing them home. In any case as three score years and 10 approaches, my ability to 

lug 18 modules around even with the assistance of volunteers is diminishing. A permanent set up for 

my miniature live steam is required. Again, more of this in a later newsletter. 

Nowhere is it more appropriate than in the model railroading hobby that the old adage “different 

strokes for different folks” applies. A major attraction of the hobby is the multitude of disciplines 

involved. That was one of the strengths of DMR. The members came from different backgrounds: we 

had someone who served his time as a coachbuilder on the SAR; he contributed benchwork building 

skills; another was an accomplished electronics engineer who built controllers; others were 

accomplished artists and plastic modellers and so built bridges, buildings and scenery. Being a 

member of an informal club resulted in a cross pollination of skills.  

Some people like designing and constructing a layout – the benchwork, track and wiring. Others 

prefer building models, kits and scenery. Some prefer to stick rigidly to modeling a prototype. Others 

follow a freelance approach. Neither is ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. Railway modeling/model railroading is a 

wide church! I am envious of Mike McCaul not having a train room like him! But as long as I have 

known Mike he has been a pure collector. He has commented to me in the past that some people 

collect paintings and others accumulate unit trusts. Mike invested a portion of his wealth in his 

model train collection (one of the best if not the best in South Africa). He used to enjoy last thing 



before he went to bed spending some time in his train room admiring his models which he had 

collected over a period of some 60 years. Being a bit of a squirrel myself I can relate to that! But just 

to place my situation in perspective, accepting the foregoing comments about the hobby, I am 

aware that I have far too much model railway ‘stuff’ (potentially creating a problem for my family if 

anything happens to me). What follows is a summary of my current exposure to the hobby. 

The remaining DMR modules and the associated locos, rolling stock and buildings have been in 

storage in my servants’ quarters for nearly 10 years. Also stored in the room concerned are the LGB 

locos and rolling stock and a large quantity of LGB compatible copper rail and sleepers. Some of the 

LGB locos get an outing when Umkulu modules is set up but most have not been run under my 

ownership.  

The boardroom of the office where I work houses what used to be the trophy cabinet of the Victoria 

Club in Pietermaritzburg which closed in 1996. I acquired and use the cabinet for display purposes – 

mainly my collection of HOn3 brass and live steam locos. My Hornby Dublo collection is also largely 

in the office with the ‘runners’ in my garage. Also stored in the garage are the Umkulu modules and 

quantities of 1 gauge track.  Finally my 5” gauge live steam locos and the balance of HOn3 

equipment are currently ‘taking a break’ in Knysna.  

I am listing all this not for purposes of boasting. The collection is probably sufficiently large to 

establish a small museum but where? And such a project would be an impossibility while I am still 

working. I am unwilling to dispose of anything until there is more certainty about my post retirement 

situation.  

The advantage of the DMR modules is that you can erect a working layout in a short space of time.  

The LGB equipment is robust, ideal for garden operations and you can see what you are doing!  

The popularity of HOn3 has increased significantly in recent years arising from the niche that 

Blackstone Models (a division of Soundtraxx) has developed. Stunning visual and audio performance 

is available from the DCC with sound locos and the introduction of off the shelf rolling stock has 

saved hours and hours of work building kits.  

Then there is the romance and attractions of live steam. Once you have tried live steam instant 

addiction occurs from which there is no prospect of recovery! However I have to say the miniature 

gauges of 45mm and 32mm hold greater attractions for me now than the 3½” and 5” gauges.  

Finally where it all started – Hornby Dublo. It is remarkable that 75 years since their launch and 

nearly 50 years since they went out of production Hornby Dublo locos still run as well as ever on 

many layouts around the world. In fact some individuals have fitted their locos with decoders and 

they are running better than ever via DCC! 

I hope the foregoing will motivate recipients to ‘show and tell’ about their current status in the 

hobby. In an age of severe competition from other hobbies and activities the outlook for the model 

railway community will be bleak if it does not stick up its hand so please send in a report on your 

model railway/railroading activities, even if only brief, to shares@iafrica.com.                                                       

Till the next time – adieu – David Cairns. 
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